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get a commission for purchases made through product links on this page, but I always support my opinion and approval! I've been a big fan of Kinobody and Greg O'Gallagher for a few years now. In fact, I tried all the men's programs myself and had excellent results! But if you want to get started, you probably don't care that much about what I did. You're here to find out... What kind of Kinobody program
should you do? Which Kinobody program is best for you and your goals? Here's my quick breakdown. The easiest way to start is to take a quick Kinobody Physique Builder quiz. You'll get your answer in about 30 seconds, plus $20 from the program! Start by clicking on the link. If you want a little more explanation from someone who has tried them all, read on! About Kinobody (3 things you need to know)
No matter which program you choose, each kinobody program promotes the same basic principles. Greg (founder of Kinobody) has a unique approach to fitness you won't find anywhere else. Bits and parts of philosophy have been borrowed from other places, tweaked, expanded or improved. And in the end, programs promoting the use of connection elevators almost everyone has heard. There are no
big, amazing secrets! Just a detailed, step-by-step plan that really, really works. That's what all programs have in common. Most, if not all programs, use intermittent postIt's probably the Kinobody thing is the most famous. All fat loss programs that Kinobody offers use intermittent fasting as a strategy to shed excess weight and keep it. What does that mean? On these programs, you will be asked to choose
approximately an 8-hour meal window every day (I usually eat from about 1-9pm). The rest of the time, you'll be fast; curb appetite, reduce daily calorie intake, increase attention and energy, and burn fat in the process. Yes, you will also be asked to use an intermittent post on Kinobody Filler Programs! Why? Because intermittent fasting while filler is an amazing way to stay lean and avoid excess fat.
Programs emphasize gaining strength on key lifts You won't find a bunch of fluff and pump bodybuilding stuff in these programs. It is a huge misconception that you need to lift light weights for high reps when cutting in order to get that toned look. But according to Greg's programs, you'll heavy every week, even in the fat loss phase. And you'll see the best results try it your way. Each program is designed to
Lifestyle You won't be in the gym 6 days a week on any of these programs. For the most part, expect three climbing days a week on non-consecutive days. (The easiest schedule is Monday-Wednesday-Friday.) Some of the programs may have extra, at-home workouts you can do, or you can add in extra low-intensity cardio or abs work here and there. But the idea here is not to live in the gym, but to make
the most of your time there so you can get on with your life and still get results. Now let's talk quickly about each of the programs and who they are best under: Warrior Shredding Program - For men who want to get super lean and cutThis is my personal favorite program throughout the Kinobody catalog. On Warrior Shredding, you'll use intermittent fasting and three lifting days a week to get lean and
shredded, not to mention pretty strong! This program is best suited for guys who have a small and average amount of fat to lose (about 5-20 pounds) and want to get cut without losing strength. Start without risk for 30 days on WSP right here. Greek God Program - For men who want to bulk up and stay lean, if you're already lean and ready to put on some size, you want to go with the Greek God.This
program uses intermittent fasting and similar lifting strategies for warrior shredding, but with a little more volume on key lifts. You will manage excess calories and weight gain very closely to stay to build on your volume (and sometimes even get leaner). In this program you will see amazing benefits on the slanted press bench (chest and shoulders) and weighted pull-ups (back)! Start without risk for 30 days
at GGP right here. Superhero Bulking Program - For advanced guys who want to add a serious sizeif you already have some muscle on the frame and have been lifting for a while, you want to try the Superhero Bulking program to take things to the next level. A larger volume of lifting has its place and this is where it fits in right here! You will still only raise three times a week and you will manage your diet to
avoid fat, but you will use some more advanced strategies to pack on even more muscle at this stage of your training. Start without risk for 30 days on SBP right here. Aggressive Fat Loss - For those who want to lose a lot of fat, FASTAggressive Fat Loss is an amazing program, and in my opinion has some of the best Kinobody transformations around. This is extremely effective in helping people lose
weight extremely quickly. You (you guessed it) use intermittent fasting, low-volume lifting, and aggressive but safe calorie deficits to shed fat quickly on this program. It's great for men and women, and damn it get results. Start without risk for 30 days at the AFL right here. Goddess Program - For women who want a lean and toned lookDon't worry, ladies, Kinobody has things for you too. Goddess is
basically a cutting/fat loss program for women. You will lose weight easily and get strong on the main key lifts. Together this creates Amazing lean and toned physique. Intermittent post, weightlifting, you know, drill. Goddess includes a filler phase if you want to try it as soon as you get pretty lean. This will help you pack on the muscles in the right areas for a curvy, athletic physique. Start without risk for 30
days on GTP right here. Kinobooty Program - For women who want to build Hollywood booty! If Goddess Toning is for a lean, sporty look, Kinobooty is a specialty program for women who specifically want to create their butts, hamstrings, and accentuate their curves. You'll lift heavy on key booty-builders like Romainian deadlifts and hip thrusts while eating in tightly managed excess calories. If you want to
put on a muscle but are afraid to look bulky, this is definitely the plan right here. Start risk-free for 30 days on KBP right here. Packaging UpI personally tried all the men's programs myself, and I checked the women's program pretty carefully as well. If you're still confused at all, ask any question you want in the comments and I'll try to answer! Which Kinobody program is best to answer the question is
impossible because each person has a different starting point and a different purpose. The best way to really figure out which one is for you to click here and take the Kinobody Physique Builder quiz. It will take about 30 seconds and in the end, it will tell you which program is right for you PLUS to give you $20 in place. You can't beat that! Hope it helps! TwitterFacebookPinterestReddit Moviebody programs
are designed for one purpose and one goal only: To allow you to build a Hollywood physique. Each program is designed with one clear goal. Aggressive Fat Loss - Maximum Fat Loss Warrior Shredding - Moderate Fat Loss With Muscle Get Greek God - Muscle Gain in Key Areas of Superhero Bulking - Advanced Muscle Building with Hundreds of Thousands of Success Stories, Consensus Clear,
Kinobody Programs are most effective for transforming your body. Each program includes a full training and nutrition plan aimed at transforming your body. Choose your best program below! Kinobody programs are for only one purpose and one purpose: so you can build a Hollywood physique. Each program is designed with one clear goal. Aggressive Fat Loss - Maximum Fat Loss Warrior Shredding -
Moderate Fat Loss With Muscle Get Greek God - Muscle Get in Key Areas of Superhero Bulking - Advanced Muscle Building with Hundreds of Thousands of Success Stories, Consensus Clear, Kinobody Programs are the most effective program in the world to transform your body. Each program includes a full training and nutrition plan aimed at transforming your body. Choose your best Below! Below!
Below! kinobody movie star body program pdf. kinobody program pdf free. kinobody program pdf download. kinobody superhero bulking program pdf. kinobody goddess toning program pdf. kinobody women's program pdf. kinobody movie star program pdf download. kinobody movie star bodyweight program pdf
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